A Journey of Innovation
If you are doing it right, you never finish…

My AI Inspiration : 35
years and counting
• Democratize Expertise: Machines become objective
thought partners providing personalized, interactive
and informed guidance.
• Enable Creativity: Machines read and learn to help us
broaden our understanding, solve problems, and
make more creative and informed decisions.
• Share Rational Understanding: Machines help us
logically sift through the noise, overcome our biases
(not amplify them) and afford efficient access to
traceable reason over world knowledge.

Watson: A great opportunity to Innovate
• Active Research Area: Open-Domain Question Answering
• A clear goal and massive impact potential
• Substantial Risk
• Stagnation felt far worse

The Problem was Clear
• 10 years ago, the best Question Answering AI could not come
close to competing with humans at Jeopardy
• They lacked the precision, accuracy, confidence estimation
and speed
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35 AI Scientists and Engineers at IBM Research performed
8000 experiments over 4 years to engineer new
approaches, new architectures and new algorithms.
We broke new ground in AI, accomplishing a feat
considered impossible at the time -Outperforming human champions at the high confidence,
high speed, high-accuracy open-domain questionanswering game of Jeopardy!

Watson Crushed It!
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The result was a landmark in AI
•
•
•
•
•

1000s of research projects, papers and projects
100s of invited talks
Billions of impressions
Large scale commercialization eﬀorts at IBM and elsewhere
Helped reimagine the art of the possible in AI

Success can be thrilling…for a moment
But as you step back the innovative spirit thirsts for more
• Did Watson really “understand”?
• Could we make machines understand?
• What does that even mean?

How did you get that?
I used a language model.

How can you tell if an agent understands
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Takes a lot more than words counts to understand our language …
Running the Race

Consider how you know…

J

- Who was running a race?

ohn and Mary were running a
race. John fell. He hurt his
knee. Mary looked back. Mary
wanted to win. If she kept running
she would win. Mary stopped. She
ran back. She helped John up.

- Who wanted to win?
- Who hurt his knee?

Consider how you know…
- Did Mary win?
- Was Mary nice?
- How old were John & Mary?

Context, Language, Prior
Knowledge, Culture,
and Reasoning are essential
to understanding.

Understanding Language is
harder than it sounds
• We make a tremendous effort
• To achieve a shard understanding
• The fabric of our social and intellectual
existence

Understanding is Social
and Highly Contextual
• A social artifact.
We have an understanding…
• A model which explains our beliefs.
Here is my understanding…
• Relies on shared experience and dialog.
How can I explain…let me start with
something we both already understand…

We iteratively dialogue to shape
& align our understanding
• In general, non-task dialogues
1 REPAIR was required for every 5
conversational turns (~ 36 words)
• In task-oriented dialogues (more precision)
1 REPAIR was required for every 2.5
conversational turns

A “REPAIR” - a clarification or a
full correction or reformulation

No Neural Network Left Behind -- Back to the 1st Grade
PASSAGE

and Zoey go to a plant sale. They buy mint plants. They like the minty smell of the leaves.
•Fernando
The Challenge

Fernando puts his plant near a sunny window. Zoey puts her plant in her bedroom. Fernando’s plant
looks green and healthy after a few days. But Zoey’s plant has some brown leaves. “Your plant needs
more light,” Fernando says. Zoey moves her plant to a sunny window. Soon, both plants look green and
healthy!

QUESTION

Where did Fernando and Zoey buy mint plants?
ANSWER

Near a sunny window. Zoey puts her plant in her bedroom

How far along are we really?
PASSAGE

• Theand
Challenge
Fernando
Zoey go to a plant sale. They buy mint plants. They like the minty smell of the leaves.
Fernando puts his plant near a sunny window. Zoey puts her plant in her bedroom. Fernando’s plant
looks green and healthy after a few days. But Zoey’s plant has some brown leaves. “Your plant needs
more light,” Fernando says. Zoey moves her plant to a sunny window. Soon, both plants look green and
healthy!
QUESTION

Why does Fernando put his plant near a sunny window?
ANSWER

the minty smell of the leaves

What Plants Need
Fernando and Zoey go to a plant sale. They buy mint plants. They
like the minty smell of the leaves.
Fernando puts his plant near a sunny window. Zoey puts her
plant in her bedroom. Fernando's plant looks green and healthy
after a few days. But Zoey's plant has some brown leaves.
"Your plant needs more light," Fernando says.
Zoey moves her plant to a sunny window. Soon, __________

Humans (Mechanical Turk)
… Zoey's plant turns bright colors and grows
taller and taller.
… Zoey's plant looks green and healthy too.
… Zoey's plant begins to turn green and flourish.
… her plants become greener, and begin to
look more healthy.

Author’s sentence: both
plants are green and
healthy.

Computer (Open AI’s GPT-2 public release)
… iced coffee comes out from beneath the leaves.
… the sun's still there.
… the leaves of the herb turn bitter and dull,
leaving her plants in a sad state.
… she's sitting with Fernando to warm
her plant.

Citation: Radford, A., Wu, J., Child, R., Luan, D., Amodei, D., Sutskever, I. Language Models are Unsupervised Multitask
Learners, 2019. https://blog.openai.com/better-language-models/

Innovation from Desire
Engineering a Moonshot

•
•
•
•
•

Collaborates to Learn
Reads to Understands
Asks Questions to make sense of things
Answers with explanations and evidence
Though Natural Learning becomes an informed
Thought Partner

Getting machines to read our language, understand reason and
communicate may be the hardest & most important goal for AI
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Innovation out of Need
• Many variables
• Imperfect but Evolving Understanding
• Imperfect and improving tools
• New Data streams
• Policy, Protocols and Strategies Must Adapt
• Behaviors monitored, guided and changed

Customize and adapt policies for
different locations, risks,
situations or venues

Mobile collection of symptom,
testing, travel, contact and
other custom data streams

Compliance reports over
time, location and
organization + Individual
Case Support

Notify and Guide users on
what to do, when, how,
why

Scan digital certificate at
Perimeter. Visual and QRCode authentication with
fraud prevention.
Analyze data, determine
risk and compliance level.
Preserve Privacy.
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Thank You

AI concerns about
transparency of decision
making
HUMAN AGENCY AND OVERSIGHT: ….Humans
should be able to intervene or oversee every
decision …
TRANSPARENCY: Decisions made by the
software should be "understood and traced by
human beings.” … operators [humans] should be
able to EXPLAIN the decisions their AI systems make.
DIVERSITY, NON-DISCRIMINATION, AND
FAIRNESS: Systems should not be biased…

EU Ethics guidelines for Trustworthy AI

A Cat or a Toaster?
Adversarial examples in image classification suggest that DNNs are
understanding the content very differently than we do. What are they thinking?

